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1. A diverse documentation 
landscape
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Current state of our documentation landscape
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Diversity of objects
Qualitative / Quantitative 
Oneshot / Longitudinal
Diversity of tools
Nesstar publisher
Oxygen
Notepad++
Diversity of 
dissemination 
platforms
CDSP’s website
Bequali (CDSP)
Nesstar server (CDSP)
Progedo-Quetelet
Common denominator
DDI (coming with varying versions)
2. Towards a SSOT: implementing 
DDI import into Dataverse
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Why Dataverse?
● Open source development model with an active community
● OAI-PMH harvesting
● PID for each dataset / file
● Faceted search
● DDI export
● Multiple citation formats
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No satisfactory DDI import functionality available
An import procedure of datasets exists, but designed for internal use:
● feature undocumented and only available to super users
● poor error reporting 
● violations of DDI semantics (multiplicity, content, tag types, version inference)
        Let’s contribute a user-facing API to import DDI files!
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Lessons learned
● Interest and abundant feedback from the  dataverse community on the topic of DDI import
● Steep learning curve to get started (environment, codebase…)
● Responsiveness and support from core developers
● Cost-effectiveness compared to home-brewed solution
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3. Enforcing consistency between 
published content and 
documentation
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10CDSP’s website (French) CDSP’s website (English)
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Metadata Nesstar (CDSP)
Metadata Progedo-Quetelet
Metadata
CSV
Partial copy by hand
Brittle solution: edit metadata on the publishing platforms
Edit
Dissemination platform
Edit
Bequali (CDSP)
CDSP’s website
Robust solution: Dataverse as SSOT accessed 
through web APIs
Dissemination platforms query metadata through web APIs
● Changes reflected everywhere automatically
● Simplified editing and publishing workflow
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Metadata Metadata (API)
CDSP’s website
Bequali (CDSP)
Updates
Robust solution: Dataverse as SSOT accessed through web API
(And other dissemination platforms)
Dissemination platform
Progedo-Quetelet
Dataverse
Next Step
Development prospect: Dataverse webhooks
● Make the SSOT push changes to users, rather than having users periodically poll for changes
● Idea: allow specifying URLs at the Dataverse collection level, which should be POSTed to each time 
metadata changes are made
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Do you have any questions?
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